
Jerujerusalemsalems role as a holy city for muslims
chad FE emmett

when pope john paul II11 made his historic march 2000 pilgrimage to
the holy land he did so with the hopes of building bridges and fostering
peace while in jerusalem he scheduled a meeting with jewish christian
and muslim leaders to symbolize his ongoing desire for religious
reconciliation the meeting turned out to be less than conciliatory espe-
cially in regard to jerusalem when chief rabbi yisrael meir lau of israels
ashkenazic community praised the pope for his recognition of jerusalem
as its united eternal capital some audience members shouted out that the
pope had not recognized israeli sovereignty over jerusalem the pope
supports a longstandinglong standing catholic policy which calls for the international-
ization of jerusalem so that all faiths may worship in peace next sheik
taysir tamimi deputy chief justice of the palestinian islamic courts
called for an independent state of palestine with its eternal capital
jerusalem the pope who sat with his head in his hands throughout the
speeches responded in his prepared text by stating religion is the enemy
of exclusion and discrimination religion and peace go together 1

peace among the religious communities of jerusalem remains as elu-
sive as ever as two peoples israelis and palestiniansPalestin ians battle against each
other for territorial control and political sovereignty over the city both
nations want jerusalem as their capital entirely or partially the israeli
government claims the city as its eternal and undivided capital while
most palestiniansPalestin ians are striving to have the arab sectors of east jerusalem
recognized as the capital of their hoped for state of palestine

these competing claims to the city are based on an intertwined pres-
ence in which both groups selectively use differing interpretations of his-
tory to emphasize the sanctity of the city and their desire to control it
former mayor of jerusalem teddy kollek describes jewish attachment to
jerusalem as follows

jews care intensely about jerusalem the christians have rome and canter-
bury and even salt lake city muslims have mecca and medina jerusalem
has great meaning for them also but the jews have only jerusalem and only
the jews have made it their capital that is why it has so much deeper a mean-
ing for them than for anybody else there are some israelis who would
give up the golan and some who would give up the west bank but I1 do
not think you can find any israelis who are willing to give up jerusalem they
cannot and will not this beautiful golden city is the heart and the soul of the
jewish people you cannot live without a heart and soul ifyou want one simple
word to symbolize all of jewish history that word would be jerusalem 2
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palestinian historian and native jerusalemiteJerusalemite walid khalidi describes
the equally strong ties of muslims and palestinian arabs to jerusalem

without east jerusalem there would be no west bank it is the navel the pivo-
tal link between nablusnabalus to the north and hebron to the south together with
its arab suburbs it is the largest arab urban concentration on the west bank
it is the former capital of the sanjak district of jerusalem under the otto-
mans as well as of mandatory palestine the highest proportion of the
palestinian professional elite under occupation resides in it it is the site of
the holiesthollest muslim shrines on palestinian soil muslims first turned to it in
prayer before they turned to mecca toward it the prophet muhammed jour-
neyed on his mystical nocturnal flight and from it he ascended to within two
bow lengths of the throne of god within its precincts are buried count-
less generations ofmuslim saints and scholars warriors and leaders it evokes
the proudest palestinian and arab historical memories it contains the oldest
religious endowments of the palestiniansPalestin ians their most prestigious secular
institutions the cumulative and priceless patrimony of a millennium and a
quarter of residence architecturally it is distinctively arab in ownership and
property it is overwhelmingly so it is the natural capital of arab palestine 3

while both groups claim the city as holy they differ on the territorial
extent of that holiness for jews jerusalem the city is holy no matter what
its boundaries hebrew university professor zwi werblowsky explains
for the jewish people jerusalem is not a city containing holy places or

commemorating holy events the city as such is holy 4 that holiness now
extends to the greatly expanded boundaries of the city claimed by israel
in 1967 muslims have a similar view of mecca in which they view the
entire precinct of the city as holy and therefore off limits to non
muslims for muslims the sanctity of jerusalem however is based pri-
marily on its sacred islamic sites jordanian judge adnan abu odeh
writes in its essence the holiness of jerusalem is an attribute of the holy
places themselves whether they be muslim christian or jewish he then
explains how over time a certain degree of holiness has been extended to
the quarters of the city which surround these sacred sites primarily
within the old cityscites walls but he feels it is stretching the point for
israel to call holy every building every neighborhood and every street
corner that has been built up around the walledwaitedwailed city extending out many
kilometers in some directions 3151153355

these competing claims to the extent and level of sanctity of the city
prompted palestinian philosopher sari nusseibahNusse ibah to state if israelis fail to
appreciate the significance of the palestinian claim I1 do not see how they
can hope for anyone including the palestiniansPalestin ians to appreciate their equally
strong spiritual claim 3361166 the strong claim of the israeli jews to jerusalem is

perhaps more familiar to western christianity but as nusseibeh and kha-
lidi suggest there is an equally strong claim by palestinian arabs that must
be understood and considered in the final status negotiations on
jerusalem the foundation of the palestinian claim is also religious 7
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this paper will thus seek to describe the less familiar ties of islam to the
city and will place current islamic attachments to the city within the context
of the ongoingon going jewish muslim rivalries for the control of sacred space it is

hoped that a better understanding of the strong religious and historical
attachments to the city on the part of not only jews and christians but also
muslims might result in a fair and equitable sharing of jerusalem

the sacred space of jerusalem

in the early days of islam muslims indicated their submission to allah
god by prostratingprostrating themselves in prayer not toward mecca but toward

the holy city of jerusalem jerusalem s role as the first qiblabibla direction of
prayer is indicative of its holy status to muslims who consider themselves
heirs to the prophets of judaism and christianity and who therefore
respect the city where so many of the prophets lived and taught muham-
mad most likely was aware of the jewish tradition of praying toward the
holy city and therefore designated it as the focus of prayer as if to invite
the jewish people of the book7backbook back into the familiar fold of god there is

no record of how or when jerusalem became the focus of prayer most
likely before the hajrahijra or emigration to medina in 622 CE there is how-
ever record of how its brief status as the first qiblabibla was supplanted by
mecca most likely within a year or two of muhammad s arrival in medina 8

the quran states

the fools among the people will say what hath turned them from the
qiblabibla jerusalem to which they were used say to allah belong both east
and west he guidethguidesh whom he will to a way that is straight now shall
we turn thee to a qiblabibla that shall please thee turn then thy face in the direc-
tion of the sacred mosque mecca wherever ye are turn your faces in that
direction 2142 44

with the changing of the qiblabibla from jerusalem to mecca the holy sta-
tus of jerusalem might certainly have waned were it not for another impor-
tant event the night journey of muhammad to jerusalem that further
linked islam to the city of its two monotheistic predecessors the quraur an
describes the night journey isra in these terms

glory to allah who did take his servant for a journey by night from the
sacred mosque ka ba in mecca to the farthest mosque al aqsaaasa mosque in
jerusalem whose precincts we did bless in order that we might show him
some of our signs for he is the one who heareth and seeth all things 171

in islamic tradition 9 muhammad was transported to jerusalem by a
white winged horse called buraqburac who was then tethered at the western wall
of the vacant temple mount on the mount muhammad led fellow prophets
abraham moses and jesus in prayer he then ascended with the archangel
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gabriel through the seven heav-
ens where he met those
prophets called to preside over
the celestial spheres adam
enoch joseph moses aaron
john the baptist jesus and
finally abraham 10 armstrong
suggests that this night journey
11symbolized the muslims con-
victionW of continuity and soli-
darity with the older faiths and
that it also revealed the trans-
ference of meccasmeccdsleccas holiness to
jerusalem yllyli511 making it a holy

FIG i1 mosque of the ascension 1995 built on wellsite as from the beginning
top of the mount of olives this site is revered

it was clear that jerusalem was
and shared by muslims and christians as the
place where jesus ascended to heaven mus meant to be another religious

lims consider jesus to be a major prophet focal point for muslims
later associations with sites

attributed to various prophets have served to solidify the attachment of
muslims to the city muslim sacred sites in jerusalem include these three
on the mount of olives a mosque that marks the site of the ascension of
jesus fig i1 to the north of the city a mosque that commemorates the
burial site of the prophet samuel and on mount zion the tomb of
david fig 2 which while once a mosque is still claimed as a muslim
waffwaqf religious endowment pious foundation see current issues
below in addition to these sacred sites jerusalemsJerusalems religious landscape
is marked by many other mosques and monuments there are also
numerous islamic schools and institutions cemeteries where generations
of muslims are buried and significant tracts of waqfwaff land

while past events have imbued jerusalem with its sanctity future
events also add to its holiness muslims believe that jerusalem will be the
I1 place of the second and final hijra12 the first exodus being from mecca
to medina the site where the virtuous people of the earth will be gathered
in safety it will also be the place of resurrection on the eve of the day of
judgment god will send the best of his creations to jerusalem and its sur-
rounding holy land then the mahdi messiah like figure will come to
jerusalem bringing justice and bounty to the earth 13 those believers who
pray reside fast or die in jerusalem are accorded special blessings 14

historical ties and tolerance

the religious ties to the city are also strengthened by the long histori-
cal presence ofmuslims in the city the muslim arab conquest of christian
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byzantine jerusalem occurred in 638 CE while the conquerors were most
likely aware of the biblical events associated with the city the city had not
yet been attributed as the destination of muhammads night journey
nonetheless jerusalem was still a desirable prize the most accepted
account of the conquest tells of patriarch sophronius surrendering to no
one other than umar the second caliph unlike other conquerors umar
sought not to destroy he issued a covenant in which among other things
he promised the christian residents of the city the surety of their persons
their goods their churches their crosses and the cult in general 3315111515

umarsdumars magnanimity was further demonstrated when he declined an offer
from the patriarch to pray in the church of the holy sepulchre known to
local christians as the church of the resurrection in fear that doing so
would result in its becoming a muslim shrine instead he walked out of the
church to another location to pray there a commemorative mosque was

eventually built its successor
fig 3 still stands overlooking

the courtyard of the church of the
holy sepulchre umar issued a
charter forbidding muslims to
pray on the steps of the church
or to build a mosque there he

later accepted an offer to pray inin
the nea church but again ensured
that the church would remain
under christian control 16

during his visit to jerusalem
umar visited the temple mount
and in respect for its sanctity
due to its association with the
templetempie of solomon ordered that
it be cleaned of its long accumula-
tionU of garbage he then oversawoversad
tthe building of a mosque at the
southernthern end of the platform the

U
christian pilgrim arculfarcula described

FIG 2 the tomb of david lower level the unassuming mosque in
and cenacle upper level 1995 once 680680 CE as an oblong house of
used as a mosque this site isis still viewed by prayer that was pieced together
muslims as sacred the building isis also with upright planks and large
venerated who the first floorby jews use beams over some ruined remains
as a synagogue and by those christians

he reported that thewho regard the second floor as the site of mosque was

the upper room where christ partook of the said to hold three thousand
last supper people 3317111717 it was later replaced by
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the al atsa mosque see fig 3

on p 106106log

the next monument to
rise on the temple mount
was the dome of the rock
the oldest and perhaps most
beautiful of all islamic i

monuments it was built over
the large outcroppingcroppingout of rock
at mount moriah s summit
which muslims revere as the
point of muhammad s ascenaacen
sion on his night journey
into heaven and respect as W
the site of solomons temple
caliph abd al malik oversawoversad
the building of the monu-
ment from the umayyad
capital of damascus

there has been much
debate as to why the dome
was built some scholars bas-
ing

U
their conclusions on the

ninth century writings of
ya qubiaubi have suggested that
abd al malik built the dome FIG 3 minaret of the mosque of omar 1994

of the rock as a rival place of omar umar prayed on this site rather than
in the church of thepraying in holy sepulchrepilgrimage to the islamic

this mosque isis the successor of the original
shrines of mecca and medina mosque that was built across from the church of
which were controlled by his the holy sepulchre to commemorate his prayer
challenger abdalah ibn
zubayrzuhayr however the more
prevalent viewview is that the mosque was built in rivalry with christianity and
in an attempt to attract christian converts 18 according to muqaddasi a
medieval arab historian from jerusalem splendid mosques were built
throughout the region in order that muslims would have something to
admire other than the beautiful byzantine churches and inin like manner
he wrote is it not evident how caliph abd al malik noting the greatness
of the dome of the holy sepulcher and its magnificence was moved lest it
should dazzle the minds of muslims and so erected above the rock the
dome which is now seen there 19

from the conquest ofofumarocumarumar in 638 to the conquest of allenby in 1917

excepting the crusader interlude jerusalem was under islamic control
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however while viewed as the third most holy city in islam and graced with
one of its most magnificent mosques jerusalem was never proclaimed an
arab or islamic capital dynastic capitals emerged first in damascus and
later in baghdad cairo and istanbul but never jerusalem the city was
bypassed even by the umayyads as a provincial capital with ramia on the
coastal plain being established to function in that capacity jerusalem s

lack of political prominence as an arabmuslimArab Muslim capital has been used by
israel to bolster its claim to the city as its eternal capital 20 muslims how-
ever consider their treatment of jerusalem as further evidence of its sanc-
tity and prominence sari nusseibeh explains

jerusalem has always occupied a semidivinesemi divine status in islam which explains
its so called non centricity in the political context from the muslim
point ofview therefore jerusalem was never regarded as a political capital or
center not because the arabs thought little of it but on the contrary
because they believed that its status was sanctified 21

throughout islamic rule jerusalem was never viewed as being exclu-
sively muslim in character christians and jews as protected minorities
dhimmisdhimmis were always permitted to live in the city 22 relations between

these three communities were not always pleasant witness the edict from
hakimalhakimal ruling from egypt to destroy the church of the holy sepulchre
in 1009loog but they were at least tolerant examples of this tolerance span
more than a millennium As mentioned above umar willingly allowed
christians to remain in the city initially he forbade jews who had been
ousted by the byzantinesByzant ines from returning to the city but then in a change
of heart he invited seventy jewish families from tiberius to settle in the
city near the pool of siloam 23 when saladin regained the city for islam
from the crusaders he allowed the christians of the city to peacefully
surrender without a bloodbath like that of the crusader conquest in
which the muslim and jewish residents of the city were massacred during
the centuries of ottoman rule the christian and jewish communities of the
city prospered under the millet system which accorded rights to non
muslim religious communities in the empire it was during this regime in the
i8oos18oos that the jewish population of the city surpassed the arab population

current issues

the once peaceful relations between jerusalem s religious communi-
ties disintegrated with the rise of jewish and arab nationalisms fig 4 in
the early twentieth century both sought sovereignty from the ottomans
and then both fought to oust the british these nationalist aspirations
when combined with jewish christian and muslim ties to the holy city
have resulted in intense competition for control of the city fig 5 based
on a long historical presence and religious attachment the muslims of
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jerusalem and in fact the entire
islamic world show no signs of
being willing to relinquish
their claims to control adding

VT further resolution to their
steadfastness are the ongoing
encroachmentsencroach ments by israel on
palestinian territory in the city

rma ni and restrictions of palestinian
ability to live and worship in
the city since 1947 israel has

a gg vp systcystsystematicallyematicallyemetically diminished pales

tinlan controlcontrollede landsan s throughthrougthrong
such policies and procedures as
declaring landowners absentee
not issuing building permits
and destroying homes built
without such permits 24 for

U perceived security purposes
israel often restricts muslim
access to the mosques of the city
fig 6 further hardship for

FIG 4 house in the muslim quarter of the
and of the muslimweakeningold city 1994 the house was decorated to

celebrate a family member performing the and christian communities of
haijhajjhajhailhas while most of the images relate to the pil-
grimage

the city comes through the non
the focal point is the dome of the issuance of jerusalem residence

rock which has become a symbol of palestinian permits to lifelong residents of
nationalism the city attempts by some jews

to usurp control of sacred
spaces claimed by both muslims and jews further threaten islamic areas
of jerusalem

prior to 1948 muslims lived not only in the traditional muslim quarter
of the old city see map but in newer quarters beyond the city walls
located within these quarters were lands and buildings designated as waffwaqf
holdings that are bequeathed or endowed toward the perpetual mainte-
nance of a family or religion these holdings cannot be sold revenues
gained from the rent or lease of the properties are used to support a variety
of religious endeavors for example islamic waqfs in jerusalem have been
used in the establishment and maintenance of mosques religious schools
cemeteries public baths hostelscostels for pilgrims homes for the needy soup
kitchens and orphanages due to its sacredness jerusalem during ottoman
times had more waqfs per capita than any other major ottoman city how-
ever when israel gained control of west jerusalem in 1948 and then east
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jerusalem in 1967 many waqfwaff hold-
ings

r5xw x

came under israeli control 25
W1

one of the most noted expropri-
ations of an islamic waqfwaff involves
competing israeli and palestinian
claims to the western wall As noted
above when muhammad journeyed 8
to jerusalem he tethered his horse at it 0

U

the western wall which as the last
remaining vestige of the temple com-
plex

U
it being part of the retaining

wall that supported the large plat-
form

FIG 5 graffiti jerusalem isis arab
forever this 1995 message was sprayof the temple mount had par-

ticular
painted inin the old city inin response to

sanctity to jews muslims have the jewish slogan stating jerusalem isis
attributed sanctity to the same site the eternal capital of israel
holy not only because of buraqburac but
also because the wall was an integral
part of the haram al sharif noble sanctuary where the dome of the rock
and the al aqsaaasa mosque are located in 1193 CE the pavement in front of
the wall was made a waqfwaff then in 1320 CE a quarter for moroccan mus-
lims who settled in the holy city was established as a waqfwaff to support
moroccan pilgrims to the holy city on land located just west of the wall

throughout the centuries of islamic control the jews of jerusalem
were allowed to pray at the wall in a narrow corridor 300 in by 4 in abut-
ting the moroccan maghrebi quarter during the british era violent
conflicts arose between muslims and jews over ownership and use of the

FIG 6 exiting the haram al sharifshanfshaff 1997 As these muslim worshippersworshippers leave after friday
prayer they are watched by israeli soldiers on the wall and on the ground A bombing a few
days earlier had led to heightened security a reminder of the constant tension min jerusalem
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wall in an attempt to settle the dispute a british commission issued a

report that recognized both muslim and jewish sanctity of the site
acknowledged muslim ownership of the wall and guaranteed continued
jewish access to the wall this status quo lasted until 1948 at which time
the jordanian government restricted jewish access to the wall in june 1967

just four days after the israeli conquest of east jerusalem 650650 arab resi-
dents of the maghrebi quarter were evicted with only two hours notice
and their 135 houses were bulldozed to the ground by the israeli govern-
ment in order to open up access to the wall the expansive western wall
plaza now extends out across muslim waqfwaff lands fig 7 26

rising above the western wall plaza is what jews call the temple
mount and what muslims call the haram al sharif see map it is holy to
jews as the site of former temples and of a future temple while it is holy
to muslims primarily because of its association with muhammads night
journey as well as its association with past prophets like solomon and
jesus because of the dual nature of its sanctity the temple mountharamMount Haram
al sharif is probably the most contentious piece of territory in the entire
holy land muslims consider the whole enclosed platform of the haram
al sharif as a sacred mosque it is therefore haram forbidden for peoples

FIG 7 western wall and plaza 1997 the western wall isis significant to the muslims as
the wall where muhammad tethered his horse during the night journey both muslims
and jews consider the western wall as the only remaining part of solomon s temple
complex the plaza inin front of the wall was created inm 1967
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of other religions to pray on the site 27 muslim control which dates back to
Urumarsurnarsimarsnars conquest was challenged during the british mandate as zionist

jews sought to reclaim lost lands and sacred sites in response to jewish
assertion of increased rights at the western wall the mufti of jerusalem
hajji amin al husseini stated in a 1930 memorandum to the shaw com-
mission that active widespread propaganda was being undertaken by
the jews with a view to influencing the london government and other
powers as well as the league of nations in order to take possession of the
western wall of the mosque at aqsaaasa he then asserted that this was being
done so that jews could take possession of the mosque of al aqsaaasa gradu-
ally on the pretense that it is the temple128I

whether real or perceived jewish attempts at taking control of the
mount did not come to fruition the british government refused to grant
greater rights and during the nineteen years of jordanian rule of parti-
tioned jerusalem 1948 67 israeli jews were denied access to the wall and
temple mount all this changed in june 1967 when during the conquest of
east jerusalem israeli soldiers gained control of the long forbidden
temple mount israeli control was short lived in recognition of its sanctity
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to islam general moshe dayan had the israeli troops take down the israeli
flags and leave islam s third most holy site he then restored control of the
haram al shariftosharifto the muslim waqfwaff which continues to administer the area
waqfwaff officials remain ever vigilant of jewish designs on the mount

since 1967 there has been a crescendo of jewish efforts sometimes
supported by christians to regain control of the mount in hopes that the
temple can be rebuilt and the messiah can come these efforts only seem to
strengthen the resolve of muslims to hold onto their sacred site A quick
overview of some of these activities serve well to illustrate why muslims
now worry as did hajj amin al husseini earlier about jewish encroach
ments and eventual control of the haram al sharif in 1969 an australian
christian most likely of deranged mind ignited a damaging fire in the al
aqsaaasa mosque while his motives were unclear muslims viewed the arson
attack as a challenge to their control on easter sunday 1982 allan good-
man a follower of the extremist kach group opened fire in the dome of
the rock in an attempt to liberate the temple mount from muslim con-
trol two were killed in the shooting which was followed by riots in and
around jerusalem in which at least 184 people were injured 112929

in 1983 more than forty jews were arrested in jerusalem for planning
to take over the temple mount four of the group were armed young men
11caught trying to break through an underground passage onto the haram
al sharif the next year israeli security forces thwarted another attempted
assault on the mount they found a stash ofgrenades and explosives smug-
gled onto the mount and more arms including mines rockets and high
explosives stashed outside of the city A christian group from the united
states paid the legal fees for the first group and it is suspected that finan-
cial backing for the second group also came from american christians
one of the investigating officials explained the motive for the planned
attacks as wanting to obliterate the muslim presence on the mount so that
the messiah would arrive for either the first or second time 30

in 1984 members of the jerusalem temple foundation also supported
by american christians planned another attack on the haram al sharif so
that in the words of its leader they could help fulfill prophecy and thus
hasten the coming of the messiah one of the members of the group an
israeli reserve pilot had even talked of bombing the muslim mosques on
the mount so that war would break out with the islamic world and then the
messiah would bring deliverance 31

knowing of these previous incursions muslims strongly protested the
1998 expansion of an archeologicalarchaeologicalarche ological tunnel extending from the western
wall to the via dolorosa in a line parallel and adjacent to the temple
mount the tunnel a water passage which filled temple era cisterns
exposes herodian era ruins and runs under the muslim quarter and many
muslim monuments muslim opposition to the tunnel is based on fear that
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the tunnel could be used for future attacks on the mount and on concern
for the structural damage it has caused to historical buildings above 32

among jews there are varying degrees of interest in the mount many
see the western wall as close enough and holy enough for now and are
content to wait for the temple others however want to hasten the day by
removing the mosques fig 8 most jews choose not to ascend onto the
mount for fear of violating the sacred space where the holy of holies
would have been located a location much debated but never determined
still others are anxious to begin praying on the mount even without the
temple in 1994 members of the temple mount yeshiva who advocate
rebuilding the temple entered the haram al sharifsharifandand started to bend and
sway as if praying this angered waqfwaff officials who had police remove the
yeshiva students 33 in 1997 a jerusalem magistrate court judge ruled that jews
could pray on the mount after the leader of hai vekayarnvekayam was arrested for
attempting to pray there this prompted the chief rabbinical council to
reaffirm its position which forbids jews from entering the temple mount
a position which is at odds with
the committee of rabbis from
judea and samaria 34 former
waqfwaff leader adnan husseini
repeatedly stressed that islam
will never allow jews to pray on
the mount they can enter the
mount as visitors but cannot

35pray
preparations for the build-

ing of the temple have included
yearly ceremonies in which

cornerstonecornerstones s for the third
templetemple5tempietempled5 are laid outside the
old city walls of jerusalem36Jerusalem36

rallies by members of the move-

ment for the establishment of
the temple with members call-

ing for no dome of the rock
and mosques but an israeli
flag and the temple 23137111373333737 and 0

pamphlets being thrown onto
the haram al sharif by mem-
bers

FIG 8 one version of the temple some jews
wwishish to construct on the haram alof the kach callinggroup shariftempleSharif Temple mount after removing the

for the removal of the mosquemosquess muslim mosques located there the model is
to syria or iran and the building displayed in a museum at the temple mount
of the third temple 38138311 yeshiva in the jewish quarter of the old city
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in the meantime muslims have moved ahead with their own plans
for the haram al sharif in order to accommodate more muslims for prayers
the vaulted area underneath the southeast corner of the haram al sharif
once known as solomons stables has now been turned into the marwanimarcani
mosque in order to make the area more accessible and safer the waqfwaff
administration recently knocked out a new entrance jews protested that
this change to the temple mount was a violation of the status quo for holy
places while muslims believe they have the right to make changes that will
safely accommodate the growing numbers ofmuslims who gather for prayers

afterword prayer for peace

and so it continues three religions and two peoples continuously at
odds over control of one city both peoples and all three religions have
compelling claims to the city in a spirit of justice and equality and in
recognition of jerusalem s sanctity to muslims christians and jews I1 see
no other way for the city to ever know peace than through sharing 39 no
one group is entitled to exclusive control jerusalem must be shared it can
be shared as an international city with equal authority granted to all three
of its religions as envisioned in the 1947 united nations partition plan or
it can be shared as an undivided shared capital of the states of israel and
palestine 40 As muslims jews and christians learn to equitably share their
beloved jerusalem it will no longer be a burdensome stone zech 123
in which conflicts abound

we are commanded to pray for the peace of jerusalem Ps 1226 we
should work and pray for that peace now we should in the words of
howard W hunter icnot take sides but instead recognize that both jews
and the arabs muslim and christian are children of our father and chil-
dren of promise and that the purpose of the gospel of jesus christ is to
bring about love unity and brotherhood ofthe highest orderorder4141 we can pro-
mote that high order by recognizing the sanctity of jerusalem to all ofabra-
ham s children and encouraging them to share the sacred city peacefully

chad F emmett chad emmettbyuedu is associate professor of geography at
brigham young university he received a BA in secondary educationhistoryEducation History from
utah state university an MA in international relations from brigham young uni-
versityversity and a phd in geography from the university of chicago
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